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PRODUCTION figures (1)* for the 1959-60 season show that Florida produced 30,000 more tons of citrus fruit than the total United States production of apples, peaches and pears.

In 1960-61, Florida produced about 93 million boxes of oranges, 32 million boxes of grapefruit and 3% million boxes of tangerines. (A Florida field box is about 2 1/4 U.S. bushels.) Twenty-nine percent of this fruit was consumed fresh, 50 percent was processed into frozen concentrate, and the remaining 21 percent went to other canned products.

Most deciduous fruits have a critical harvest period of from a few days to two weeks of optimum maturity in which the fruit must be picked for storage or direct utilization. In the case of citrus, however, the best place to store it is on the tree and any particular variety can be left on the tree several months after reaching maturity and still maintain an acceptable quality. This characteristic allows considerable freedom in the harvest schedule. Close to 60 percent of the oranges harvested in Florida are early and mid-season and the remaining 40 percent are late-season oranges (Valencia). The total harvest season extends from late September to early June or about nine months of the year.

A five season (1956-61) average on tree return for oranges was about $2.30 per box. Of this, about 35% per box went for picking which is defined as the operation of getting the fruit off the tree and into a highway truck. This picking incurs labor, equipment, maintenance and depreciation as allocated by Spurlock (2).

The basic picking system that has been in use for years uses the 90-lb field box as the picking and hauling container. The picker using a ladder picks into a picking bag that holds 75 to 90 lb of fruit. He works from the top of the tree down the ladder and empties the bag into the box. The citrus fruit picker averages about 60 boxes of oranges a day on a piece work rate of 17 cents per box, or $10.20 per day. A driver and loaders using a "goat" (stripped down truck chassis) pick up the filled boxes and move them out of the grove to a highway vehicle. The operations from the field container to the road vehicle have been developed into a wide variety of systems depending on the volume and utilization of the fruit (7). It is estimated that only about 7 percent of the individual citrus-grove owners actually organize and supervise their own harvest operation. Most citrus groves are either company owned, members of cooperatives, or contract harvested by regular licensed citrus dealers. Harvesting equipment must therefore be quite mobile and versatile since it will be used in a large number of widely scattered groves of all ages, types and varieties of citrus.

Table 1 lists a number of handling methods, equipment and labor involved along with a few of their advantages and disadvantages. The handling methods in Table 1 do not show the trucks needed to haul the fruit and farm tractors or busses to haul the picking crew from packinghouse to grove or between groves. Most packinghouses and custom harvesters must maintain a sizable maintenance shop to keep all of the field equipment in repair. Usually, however, when the field box is eliminated, there is a subsequent reduction in associated harvest costs of 5 to 8 cents per box.

Three different harvesting methods (3) have been pursued in trying to improve on the bag-and-ladder method of picking. These experimental harvesting and handling systems are the result of research work conducted by private individuals, the Florida Citrus Commission, the Florida Experiment Station, and recently the U.S. Department of Agriculture.

One approach has been the development of picking aids to eliminate the bag and ladder and increase the time spent picking fruit. Mobile ladders, (4) picking tubes, self-propelled individual platforms, team platforms, and pick-and-drop catch frames have been tried to improve picking efficiency. The maximum increase in productivity per picker has been about 40 percent and has not been justified economically because of machine costs and the need for extra labor such as tractor driver or machine operator. One hundred percent fruit removal is possible with these methods. The economics of mechanized picking aids look more promising as picking costs rise.

The second area of harvest development has been in semiautomatic or batch-type picking machines which eliminate the picker entirely and rely on some principle such as rolling, twisting, or shaking the fruit off the tree. Machines in this category must make contact with the fruit or tree to remove the fruit in multiples. Considerable work has been done on the development of spindle-type picking machines which project a bank of rotating flails, spindles, or augers into the tree and knock or "screw" the fruit off the tree. None of these machines have proved entirely successful because of insufficient increases in productivity, excessive tree damage, and high machine costs.

Probably the most promising equipment in this area of semi-automatic machines is the shake-and-catch method (5) employing a tree shaker and a mobile catching frame similar to that used on some deciduous fruit and nut crops. Cable shakers; boom-type, fixed-stroke shakers, impact knockers, and inertia-type tree shakers have been

---

* Numbers in parentheses refer to the appended references.

Table 1. Citrus fruit handling methods in present use for fresh and processing outlets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Hand-dump field box (7) (1 person, 4 loaders)</td>
<td>(a) Very flexible system</td>
<td>(a) Hard physical labor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Field box-haul &quot;goat&quot; (7) (1 person, 2 loaders, 2 drivers)</td>
<td>(a) Handle high volume of fruit</td>
<td>(a) Hard Physical labor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Field elevator-haul &quot;goat&quot; (7) (1 person, 2 drivers)</td>
<td>(a) Eliminate field box</td>
<td>(a) More equip. needed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Field trailer-tractor (7) (1 person, 4 loaded, 1 driver)</td>
<td>(a) Eliminate field box</td>
<td>(a) Pickers must pool fruit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Basket (or pallet box) (7) (2 persons, 2 drivers)</td>
<td>(a) Less labor, less cost (2 1/4 to 4 per box)</td>
<td>(a) Less labor, less cost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. &quot;Chumpa&quot; loader</td>
<td>(a) Excellent for small blocks, spot-pick, close to plant</td>
<td>(a) Less labor, low cost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. &quot;Chumpa&quot; loader</td>
<td>(b) Not good over few miles from receiving line</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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primarily concerned with oranges since they compromise the major portion of the Florida citrus industry.

In summary, considerable progress has been made on the development of equipment and methods for harvesting and handling of citrus fruits. Most harvest equipment is limited by low fruit removal and high equipment cost. Should the economics of the citrus industry change due to further reductions in picking labor or increased production (180 million boxes predicted by 1980-70), some of these machines may be entirely feasible. Though fruit picking has not changed in the last fifty years, field-handling methods have improved greatly and enabled the industry to reduce costs and labor needed in the field. The engineering problems of citrus harvesting become much more complex when you consider spot picking, fruit clipping, and handling the more tender fruits such as tangerines.
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